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What are
partypunks?

#PUSHINPINK

PartyPunk NFT’s are your AAA pass to PartyFinance!

PartyPunks are a collection of 10,000 unique punks on Matic. 
No two punks will be the same. 

Each punk minted will give a one-time rebate to its new owner, 
with enough pFi tokens to get started on the PartyFinance 
Platform. 

Join the #PushinPink Alliance!
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Goals and
Mission

#PUSHINPINK

PartyFinance aims to be the onramp to Defi!

NFT x DeFi = PartyPunks

Our goal is to pioneer a new way of investing in Decentralised 
Finance. Group up with friends and make Whale moves.
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The
project

#PUSHINPINK

Holding a PartyPunk will give users 
early access to PartyFinance. 

You’ll be joining a community of like minded 
investors looking to increase their knowledge 
and wealth, while having fun in the process! 
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PARTYFINANCE

#PUSHINPINK

PartyFinance is the improved version of traditional DeFi - a U2E 
(Use to Earn) gamified investing platform that allows users to party 
up to Trade, Network, Learn and Invest together as a single entity.

= Combine Funds
= Trade as One
= Learn Together
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PRE/POST MINT
STRATEGY

#PUSHINPINK

We won’t give you the ‘post-mint blues’, where you’re sitting and 
wondering what to do or what’s coming next. To achieve our goals 
before mint we have organised:

= Whitelist competitions
= Listing on Rarity Tools and Rarity Sniper
= Listing on NFT launchpads
= Exclusive influencer campaigns
= Collaborations with other NFT projects
= Social media marketing
= Decentraland Integration
= And more!

After the minting has finished, holders will have exclusive access 
to PartyFinance.
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Minting
Information

#PUSHINPINK

Minting will be on the Matic Blockchain by the end of 
March 2022. A guide to setting up your MetaMask for 
Matic can be found here:

https://medium.com/stakingbits/setting-up-metam-
ask-for-polygon-matic-network-838058f6d844
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Join us

#PUSHINPINK
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@PartyPunksss @PartyPunksss discord.gg/Ef6dHqwtbp


